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Puszynski named
vice president for
research

Jan Puszynski, Ph.D., was recently
appointed as vice president for research
at the South Dakota School of Mines &
Technology.
Puszynski, who earned his Ph.D. in chemical
engineering from the Institute of Chemical
Technology in Prague, joined the School
of Mines in 1991 as a faculty member. In
addition to serving as a full professor of
chemical engineering, he has also served
as a college dean. Previously he worked
as a research professor at the State
University of New York at Buffalo.
Puszynski has been one of the strongest
advocates and role models for research
growth and technology transfer at Mines.
The Department of Chemical & Biological
Engineering has strong research
relationships with the Army and Navy, and
Puszynski has been a leader in this effort.
“Jan is well respected by his peers and has
shown the ability to steadily grow research
from key sponsors,” said Heather Wilson,
president of the South Dakota School of
Mines. “He also has a great reputation for
mentoring junior faculty and building
interdisciplinary teams essential to
successful research.”
Puszynski’s expertise is in reaction
engineering, energetic materials, materials
science and mathematical modeling of
reactive systems. He served as principle
investigator on several research projects
funded by the Naval Surface Warfare
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First shale core samples drilled by
School of Mines

William Roggenthen, Ph.D., South Dakota School of Mines & Technology research scientist, and Amy Freye, Mines student pursuing
a master’s degree in geological engineering, prepare shale core samples for advanced laboratory testing. Photo credit: South Dakota
School of Mines & Technology, Grandpre Photography

Drilling began early July for the first shale
samples to be analyzed in a range of advanced
laboratory tests that could ultimately lead to
enhanced energy production, carbon dioxide
sequestration, underground hydrocarbon
storage and waste disposal.

Ultimately, research findings will be applicable
for multiple industries where understanding
the characteristics and behavior of shale and
other fine-grained geological units is critical.
Additionally, initial work includes geomechanical analyses to assess the feasibility
Scientists and engineers will analyze what of what would be the nation’s first underground
could be more than 3,000 pounds of shale shale research laboratory.
samples in various laboratories throughout Developing a database of shale properties
the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology could have potential economic impacts and
campus and its partner RESPEC, a national result in a portfolio of knowledge gaps that
engineering consulting company based in warrant further study by industry and
Rapid City.
government collaborators.
It is the first of two shale core drillings that For example, time-dependent properties of
will be conducted this summer.
shale, also known as creep, are relatively
Drilling in Fort Pierre is being conducted by unknown. Creep is the process wherein a
a private company at the direction of William material deforms over time when subjected
Roggenthen, Ph.D., Mines research scientist, to a sustained load. Understanding and
and Lance Roberts, Ph.D., head of the quantifying this process has applications
Department of Mining Engineering & within oil and gas production from shale,
Management. A number of faculty and student including hydraulic fracturing; underground
researchers have been on site preparing storage of hydrocarbons in mined shale
samples for laboratory examination as shale caverns; used fuel disposition and waste
cores have been removed from the ground at disposal in shale; and carbon dioxide
5-foot intervals to an expected total depth of sequestration.
600 feet.

The SD School of Mines, located in western
The Shale Research Initiative was formally South Dakota, is equidistant from the Bakken,
announced in April after the state of South Mowry and Niobrara shale plays in the upper
Dakota approved $464,000 for the research Midwest.
program. The university and RESPEC have The shale program is part of the university’s
been partnering on the project since 2012, Energy Resources Initiative, which includes a
when the Department of Energy and Sandia new minor in Petroleum Systems and
National Laboratory funded an initial $150,000 expanded research.
for a preliminary examination.
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Mines physicists active in two next-generation
dark matter experiments
SD Mines is an active member in both of the
next-generation underground dark matter
experiments, which will be moving forward
according to recent decisions announced by
the Department of Energy and the National
Science Foundation.
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX)-Zeplin,
or LZ, experiment at the Sanford Underground
Research Facility in Lead is among the new
projects in the search for elusive dark matter
that will be supported by the U.S. agencies.
Incoming SD School of Mines & Technology
physics faculty members Richard Schnee,
Ph.D., and Juergen Reichenbacher, Ph.D., are
active members of the LZ experiment team.
Mines astrophysicist Xinhua Bai, Ph.D., has
been involved in both the current LUX project
and LZ, including serving on the LUX executive
board.
Additionally, Schnee is a member of the Super
Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS)-SNOLAB
collaboration, the other next-generation
underground dark matter experiment to
receive backing by the Department of Energy
and the National Science Foundation. Schnee
is a member of the SuperCDMS executive
committee and will also lead radon mitigation
efforts for SuperCDMS SNOLAB, an experiment
operated in Ontario, Canada.
“I am very excited to be joining what will be
one of the strongest dark matter groups in
the country at the School of Mines, taking
advantage of its unique location for
underground physics experiments” at the
Sanford laboratory, said Schnee. “The huge
increase in sensitivity of these new experiments
gives us an excellent chance to learn, finally,
what is the stuff that holds our galaxy together.”
Both the LZ and SuperCDMS experiments are
searching for a specific type of dark matter
called weakly interacting massive particles,
also known as WIMPs. The experiments are
conducted deep underground to shield them
from cosmic rays.

The Large Underground Xenon (LUX)-Zeplin, or LZ, experiment at the Sanford lab is among the new projects in the search for elusive
dark matter. LZ, the 7-ton version of LUX, will have a factor of 1,000 times more sensitivity.

With the support of the state legislature and
the Board of Regents, the School of Mines last
year established a Ph.D. program in physics,
building upon the bachelor’s and master’s
programs that were already at the university.
By the start of this new academic year, the
School of Mines will have added four physics
faculty positions in the Ph.D. program alone
over the past two years, most of them focused
on experiments in the Sanford underground
laboratory in Lead.

most sensitive of its kind, 20 times more
sensitive than similar detectors. It has recently
allowed scientists to exclude a large range of
other particle interaction cross sections and
to establish a baseline for future dark matter
detection.

The university has 50 undergraduate physics
students and 13 graduate students, including
12 in the new doctoral program. The university
intends to grow to at least 20 Ph.D. students
over the next three years.

For LZ, Schnee will lead radon mitigation
efforts, including working with Sanford
laboratory personnel to build a clean room
with the lowest radon levels in North America.

Reichenbacher is involved in the design of a
unique radioactive Y-Be calibration source
that will enable LZ to search in the highly
debated low energy range. He also plans to
build at the School of Mines campus a unique
device for material cleanliness screening that
allows for large detector components used at
the nearby Sanford laboratory to be finally
tested in a non-destructive way before
These second-generation dark matter assembly.
experiments will be at least 10 times more Schnee and Reichenbacher will also operate
sensitive than the current crop of dark matter screening devices at the School of Mines
detectors.
campus that test material samples for
“We are very pleased with the strength our
new faculty members bring to Mines and to
science in the state of South Dakota,” said
Heather Wilson, president of the SD School of
Mines & Technology. “The experiments that
will be done at the Sanford lab over the next
decade may well change our understanding
of the universe – a very exciting prospect.”

The two experiments are highly
complementary. SuperCDMS will be more
sensitive if the dark matter has a small mass,
as favored by some theories, while LZ will be The SD School of Mines & Technology has
more sensitive if the dark matter is more already played a significant role in one of the
current dark matter experiments, the LUX
massive, as favored by others, Schnee said.
“Now, for the first time it will become a reality demonstrator a mile below the earth’s surface
to directly hunt for dark matter in the exciting at Sanford. In that experiment Mines
range of many theoretical predictions with collaborates with 100 researchers from 17
the upcoming next-generation of dark matter universities worldwide.
experiments,” said Reichenbacher.

One of scientists’ goals for LUX was to figure
out how to build an even larger detector for
the next-generation of dark matter
experiments. LZ, the 7-ton version of LUX, will
have a factor of 1,000 times more sensitivity.

The LUX dark matter detector is currently the
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emanation of critical radon gas. Additionally,
they intend to test how radon gas in the air
results in radioactivity on material surfaces.

Bai is also guiding doctoral students Mark
Hanhardt and Doug Tiedt who are working
on LUX/LZ and other research projects at
Sanford.

President Wilson joins Science
and Technology Authority board

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Center, Indian Head Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Technical Division, Indian Head,
Md., and other Department of Defense
organizations.

Effective July 1, President Heather Wilson joined the South
Dakota Science and Technology Authority (SDSTA) board.
Created by the South Dakota State Legislature to foster
scientific and technological investigations, experimentation
and development in the state, the SDSTA works with
national labs, the Department of Energy and the National
Science Foundation.

Spending two sabbatical terms at Indian
Head, he assisted in designing, building
and testing a new way to produce
aluminum nanopowders using a low
pressure evaporation/condensation
process. He was later involved in
development of a new environmentally
benign propellant replacing ammonium
perchlorate.
Puszynski was also responsible for
troubleshooting key technological aspects
of production of propellants for CAD/PAD
devices and recently was honored with
the Life Achievement Award from the
Navy and Air Force Cartridge and
Propellant Actuated Device (CAD/PAD)
Joint Program.
In 2001, Puszynski and a team of
researchers from three other U.S.
universities received the Defense
University Research Initiative on
Nanotechnology grant from the Army
Research Office, and his research group
joined the Department of Defense Center
on Nanoenergetic Research.
In 1999, Puszynski established Innovative
Materials and Processes, LLC, a company
that has grown with numerous direct
contracts and projects funded by the U.S.
Navy and U.S. Army. Puszynski and his
team developed an automated process
of water-based mixing and precise
metering of nanothermite slurry into
application hardware.
Recently, this integrated process has been
considered by the U.S. Army as an
alternative technology for future largescale production of small- and mediumcaliber primers.
He has published over 175 scientific
papers and presented more than 200
papers and seminars at national and
international conferences.
Puszynski is also co-author of several
patents and recipient of several national
and international awards. He has served
as a chair of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers (AIChE) Energetic
Materials Group, which promotes research
and education in the area of energetics,
and was elected an AIChE Fellow in 2010.

Governor Dennis Daugaard made the recommendation
to create an ex-officio position on the board for the School
of Mines president during the last Legislative session. The
bill was passed unanimously by both houses of the South
Dakota Legislature and signed into law March 1.
“The School of Mines is a key player in the Sanford lab,
and President Wilson will be a particularly strong board
member because of her background and experience with
national research programs,” said Daugaard.
The SD School of Mines has a strong working relationship with the Sanford Underground
Research Facility (Sanford lab).
•

In 2013 the state funded a new Ph.D. in physics at Mines and the University of South
Dakota. The three faculty members hired for the new program at Mines are engaged in
ongoing experiments at Sanford lab.

•

Mines chemistry faculty member Cabot-Ann Christofferson and several Mines graduate
students are helping create the purest copper in the world for the Majorana Demonstrator
experiment, located on the 4850 Level. The experiment is searching for evidence of
neutrinoless double-beta decay. Its detection could help measure the mass of the
neutrino.

•

A School of Mines team is collaborating with researchers worldwide on the proposed
far detector of the Long Baseline Neutrino Experiment, a joint project between Sanford
lab and Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill.

•

Mines, in collaboration with Notre Dame and the Colorado School of Mines, is the
operations lead for the Compact Accelerator System Performing Astrophysical Research
(CASPAR), which is expected to be in operation at Sanford lab in 2015.

•

Mines faculty, in cooperation with RESPEC, a geotechnical firm in Rapid City, are starting
a new experiment to develop a rock melt sealing system for a deep borehole in addition
to previous experiments in seismic sensors and rock strengths under extreme pressures.

“If we are successful, South Dakota will not just host these world-class laboratory facilities in
the former Homestake gold mine, South Dakota students and faculty will be active participants
and leaders in the experiments that are done there. That requires close collaboration between
the South Dakota Science and Technology Authority and our universities. I’m happy to help
make that connection and advocate for the advancement of science by serving on the board,”
said Wilson.
SDSTA board members cited numerous reasons to recommend Wilson as an ex-officio member,
including the university’s key role in the mine’s reopening and transition into an underground
science facility, its geographic proximity to Sanford lab and the involvement of faculty in
experiments there through exceptional doctoral programs in physics and geology.
“I’m excited to have President Wilson join the SDSTA team,” said Mike Headley, executive
director of the SDSTA. “Her Department of Energy and congressional experience will be great
additions to our Board of Directors. She will definitely be an asset in helping us shape the
future of the Sanford Underground Research Facility.”
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B-cycle rentals now on campus

Students are now able to check out bikes at
a self-service terminal on the South Dakota
School of Mines & Technology campus as part
of the new Rapid City B-cycle program. An
automated, public bike sharing system, B-cycle
also houses a station near Main Street Square
on Sixth Street in downtown Rapid City. A
total of 10 bicycles are available, with the
option for more stations to be added.

A $7 24-hour access pass will include unlimited
30-minute bike checkouts. Each additional 30
minutes will cost users $2, with a maximum
charge per day of $40. Users may also purchase
a seven-day membership for $15 or become
an annual member for $65.

Though not yet live, the website
RapidCityBcycle.com will allow users to view
maps, rent bicycles, order annual passes and
“The bike share program will provide a great track their miles traveled.
transportation option for our students. Now, “The B-cycle program will help us provide yet
students do not need to bring a bike to campus another way for our students to explore Rapid
to get around Rapid City – no more storing City and beyond. With B-cycle, our students
their personal bikes outside to only use a few will be able to check out bikes when they need
times a semester. Plus, with a bike rental station them for an hourly, monthly or yearly charge.
downtown, students can rent and return bikes The B-cycle program is a great alternative to
at the university and downtown,” said Dan bringing a bike, and possibly even a car, to
Sepion, director of Residence Life and Student campus,” Sepion added.
Conduct.

Camp offers mix of manufacturing, machining and
mechanical engineering
South Dakota Mines offered a two-day opportunity for high school students to get hands-on
experience in mechanical engineering at the first-ever Design for Manufacturing Summer
Camp.
Working with mechanical engineering experts, 20 high school students used state-of-the-art
equipment to develop model and code computer numerical control for a small medallion,
which was then manufactured at the School of Mines’ vertical machining center.
Students also had the opportunity to tour the university’s Center for Advanced Manufacturing
& Production, which boasts teams ranging from Hardrocker racing to mini-Baja and Ham
radio, and the Caterpillar Inc. Black Hills Engineering Design Center.
Developed in cooperation with Jason Reub, Stevens High School design and engineering
instructor, and Caterpillar Inc. Black Hills Engineering Design Center, the camp aimed to
capitalize on the faculty skills and facilities at Mines to increase science, technology, engineering
and math exposure to local high school students with an interest in engineering. Primary
funding was provided by the Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research.
See photos on page 6.
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Professor awarded
for work to support
nation’s security

Charles Tolle, Ph.D., associate professor at
the South Dakota School of Mines &
Technology and senior researcher at the
Idaho National Laboratory, and his
teammates were recently recognized with
a special Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) award for leadership in the
development and advancement of research
in the new field of resilient, cyber-physical
systems.
At the School of Mines, Tolle is also a
graduate education coordinator for the
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering. At the Idaho National
Laboratory, Tolle is a senior researcher for
the Instrumentation, Control and Intelligent
Systems (ICIS) program. The ICIS team
includes more than 50 scientists and
engineers who specialize in resilient control
systems, sensors, intelligent automation,
robotics and intelligent systems and humansystem integration.
The IEEE Region 6 Director’s Special Award
recognizes their research, which addresses
national and homeland security needs and
has transformed Idaho National Laboratory’s
approach to resilient control systems to
support the nation’s challenges in critical
infrastructure protection.
Tolle’s research has included system
identification, fractals, analysis of signals,
target detection, chaos and complexity
theory, control of thermal mechanical
processes such as welding and tube making,
signal motivation, vector quantization for
image compression, fuzzy logic modeling
and control, biological and biomedical
control systems and aircraft guidance.
Additionally, Tolle serves as chairman of the
Technical Advisory Board of the Rocky
Mountain Robotics Coalition.

Manufacturing Youth Camp
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Statewide symposium
featured Mines electronics,
materials, minerals research
Undergraduate students from the South Dakota School
of Mines & Technology and universities nationwide who
have spent the summer on the Mines campus researching
metallurgical engineering, anti-counterfeiting and security
printing and communications presented their work at a
statewide symposium in Pierre.
The 29 students who participated in three Research
Experience for Undergraduates (REU) programs at Mines
joined more than 75 peers from other REU sites Friday,
July 25.
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation’s SD
Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research,
the sessions were open to the public and media.
State officials, NSF program personnel and Board of Regent
members were also invited to attend, offering students
the opportunity to network with leaders in the fields of
research and education.
SD Mines is one of only two universities in the state to
have three active REU sites, with 17 students from other
universities throughout the country joining the 12 Mines
students this year.
In its inaugural summer, the REU site “Bringing Us Together,
Improving Communications and Lives” exposed
undergraduates to hands-on research in communications
related to the country’s economy and defense. Students
investigated topics including antennas for use in groundpenetrating radars and land mind detection and analysis
of bio-medical imagery, which allows for the detection
of tumors. Students also explored wireless communications
and networking, aimed at optimizing a frequency spectrum
overburdened with wireless devices like cell phones and
GPS.
Exposing students to four key areas, the “Security Printing
& Anti-Counterfeiting” REU site included research on
advanced materials, advanced manufacturing and
patterning technologies, detection and encryption
technology and software and database infrastructure.
“Back to the Future” focused on metallurgical engineering,
exploring a range of topics including welding, minerals
processing, nanotechnology, alloy chemistry,
microstructural interrogation and electronics materials.
All sites have made recruitment of underrepresented
groups in engineering, including Native Americans, women
and veterans, a priority through opportunities that provide
a historical and cultural framework for current research,
such as a project centered on analysis of Native American
artifacts using advanced technologies.
Jack Ryan took home second place in Session 1 for his
research in “Bringing Us Together, Improving
Communications and Lives.” David Langerman placed first
in Session 2 for his work in “Security Printing and AntiCounterfeiting Technology,” and Emily Byers placed second
for her research in “Back to the Future II.” Langerman was
also the overall symposium winner.

Mines offers peek of science a mile
underground at Sanford lab’s Neutrino Day
On Saturday, July 12, the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology hosted
an educational activity and offered attendees the chance to talk live with
a Mines scientist a mile below the Earth’s surface as part of the annual
Neutrino Day science festival at the Sanford laboratory in Lead, which
attracted more than 800 people.
Graduate students answered questions about their underground research
endeavors and offered more information about the School of Mines at the
university’s booth located at the Sanford Underground Research Facility’s
surface campus. Attendees also had the opportunity to talk live with CabotAnn Christofferson, chemistry faculty member and liaison/deputy director
of the Majorana Project at Sanford lab, who was one of four scientists
underground participating in the Neutrino Day presentations. Christofferson
and several Mines graduate students are helping create the purest copper
in the world for the Majorana Demonstrator experiment, located on the
4,850 Level. The experiment is searching for evidence of neutrinoless doublebeta decay. Its detection could help measure the mass of the neutrino.
At the Historic Homestake Opera House in downtown Lead, Mines students
conducted an interactive, electroplating experiment designed for all ages.
Attendees had the opportunity to electroplate copper onto nickels, mimicking
on a small-scale the research conducted for the Majorana Demonstrator.
Electroforming the world’s purest copper, Mines researchers add copper
nuggets to the outer rings in each of the 10 electroforming baths filled with
a sulfuric acid solution. A stainless steel cylinder called a mandrel – represented
by a nickel in the activity – is lowered into the center of each bath where it
is coated with the copper.

Christensen earns distinguished awards at
Circle K International Convention
Anne Christensen, a senior industrial engineering major
from Sioux Falls, was recently honored with the
Distinguished Governors Award at the Circle K
International Convention in Nashville, Tenn. The
Minnesota-Dakotas District, which is governed by
Christensen, also received the Distinguished District
Award.
Christensen has been very active in Circle K International
(CKI), the world’s largest student-led collegiate service
organization, both locally and regionally. She has served
as secretary, treasurer and president of the local chapter of CKI, as well as the
lieutenant governor and district governor for the Minnesota-Dakotas region.
As district governor, she led the district to complete more than 5,500 service
hours and helped organize three district events – the District Large Scale
Service Project, Fall Leadership Training Conference and District Convention.
Last April, Christensen was inducted into the SDSM&T Leadership Hall of Fame
for her dedicated service to CKI and several other campus organizations. She
has been an active member of the symphonic and jazz bands, Professional
Development Institute, Institute of Industrial Engineers, Society of Women
Engineers, SAE Baja and the Hardrocker Racquetball Club.
Christensen has completed a co-op with UTC Aerospace Systems in Jamestown,
N.D., and an internship with Raven Aerostar in Sioux Falls. She is currently
interning at Polaris Industries in Roseau, Minn. She plans to graduate in
December 2014 with a bachelor’s degree in industrial engineering and
engineering management with a minor in mathematics and Six Sigma Greenbelt
certificate.
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Wang receives prestigious Chinese
Government Award

Roberts returns to lead
mining department

Xiaoxu Wang, a fifth-year graduate
student in the Nanoscience and
Nanoengineering Program at Mines,
has received the 2013 Chinese
Government Award for Outstanding
Self-Financed Students Abroad.

Lance Roberts, Ph.D., has been
named to lead the South Dakota
School of Mines & Technology’s
Depar tment of M ining
Engineering & Management.

Sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of
Education, the award recognizes the
academic excellence of self-financed
Chinese students studying overseas
and is granted across all fields of study.
Five hundred awardees are chosen each
year out of more than 400,000 overseas
Chinese graduate students. Fang Maotian, the Minister Counsellor
for Education Affairs of the Embassy of the People’s Republic of China
in the United States, presented the award to Wang and other recipients
at a ceremony in Washington, D.C.

Roberts returns to the university
after having served as senior
vice president at RESPEC, a
mining and civil engineering
consulting firm with operations
in 11 locations and over 200
employees. He previously was
an assistant professor of civil
engineering at Mines.
Before leaving RESPEC, Roberts
worked with Mines faculty to launch the Shale Research Initiative
that is being funded by the state of South Dakota and the
Department of Energy. The newly established effort will fund
drilling and sampling of various shale units, conduct advanced
laboratory testing of shale and perform geo-mechanical analyses
to investigate initial design concepts for an underground shale
laboratory. This initiative will focus on a range of experiments
important to energy and the environment, including enhanced
energy production, carbon dioxide sequestration, underground
hydrocarbon storage and waste disposal in shale.

Awardees are selected based on their research achievements and
academic merit after several rounds of judging by invited experts
from China as well as their host country. The criteria for the award
include the background of the students, research projects, research
outcomes, publications, future career potential and a recommendation
from the students’ advisors.
Under the supervision of Zhengtao Zhu, Ph.D., Department of Chemistry
& Applied Biological Sciences, Wang is exploring approaches for
understanding and developing photoanode materials for dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSC). Using a photo-transient measurement system,
Wang is studying the electron transport behavior and the electron
loss mechanisms within the solar cell.

“I am very excited to be named the new department head for
mining engineering and management. We have a great group
of faculty, staff and students, and I look forward to working with
them all. I will continue to build the program with new faculty
and students, renovate labs and develop new industry relationships
while maintaining strong ties to our existing industry partners,”
Roberts said.

Based on these research findings, Wang and coworkers in the research
group of Hao Fong, Ph.D., Department of Chemistry & Applied Biological
Sciences, are developing flexible and high-temperature durable
photoanode materials that overcome a long-standing challenge in
flexible DSSC. These materials can also be used in applications for
flexible energy storage and conversion devices including Li-ion
batteries, supercapacitors and chemical sensors. Wang has authored
and co-authored 15 peer-reviewed articles in high-impact international
journals.

Mines President Heather Wilson, who appointed Roberts, said,
“The South Dakota School of Mines is now one of the five largest
mining engineering programs in the United States. We are very
happy that Dr. Roberts has decided to return to Mines and be
one of our key leaders to continue to strengthen our program
and lead it forward.”

Wang received his B.S. degree from the Nankai University in China.
He is the first-place winner of the 2014 Outstanding Ph.D. Graduate
Student Award, which recognizes excellence in research by Mines.

Roberts received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in civil
engineering from the School of Mines in 1998 and 1999,
respectively. He also completed a Ph.D. in geotechnical engineering/
geoscience from the University of Missouri-Kansas City in 2006.

Prospective students see why more
than 2,600 students Go To Mines
SD Mines hosted Go to Mines Saturday, July 19, for high school students
exploring their college options.

About Legacy News

The event welcomed high school students of all ages, particularly
juniors and seniors, as well as their parents, who got to know the
university’s engineering and science curriculum and research projects.
They also had the chance to view residence halls and explore campus.
Current Mines students, faculty and staff provided insider tips about
campus life, the application process, scholarships and financial aid.

Legacy News is produced by the Office of University Relations
the first Wednesday of each month. The newsletter is a compilation
of news releases, photos and Web articles.
To submit news or story ideas or to subscribe to the email
distribution list, please contact Fran LeFort, communications
manager, at 605.394.6082 or at fran.lefort@sdsmt.edu. For more
Mines news, visit news.sdsmt.edu

The day’s schedule included a welcome session, information fair,
department open houses and campus tours. Another Go to Mines
event is scheduled for Oct. 18.
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